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DOWN ON OUR KNEES

BIG BIRDS ARE DANGEROUS

Stone age dancing on the 13th floor
Dishes flying through the kitchen door
Last time we died, there was blood on the floor

Well I can be a heron for one day
Flying above the river, letting my thoughts pass away
Big fish and little fish they all can be my prey
Under the sunny sky on a September day

Spoiling carpets with a glass of wine
It's an obscure cloud for a romance to shine
Let you be you and I'll surely be mine
There's no more stones to pave the end of our road
The stifling weight of a painful load
The flaw in the plan, the crap of it all
Let us go
Changing the seasons in that daily show
No promises but just the will to know
And figure out that
We can't live down on our knees
Deserted orphans of a real life
Joined compliant solitary hearts
It takes the whole to catch it all
There's no more stones to pave the end of our road
The stifling weight of a painful load
The flaw in the plan, the crap of it all
Let us go
Changing the seasons in that daily show
No promises but just the will to know
And figure out that
We can't live down on our knees
No we won't live down on our knees
No we won't live down on our knees
No we won't live down on our knees

Everytime I feel so secure
My backside feathers shine and I don't feel fear anymore
I'm just the one who passes above your head
I'm going everywhere, you'll never bring me back instead
Well I can be a heron for a time
Hiding in weeping willows by the country riverside
Don't need to hurry for the early morning train
As cool as Nick Cave as he pushes the sky away
Everytime I feel so secure
My backside feathers shine and I don't feel fear anymore
I'm just the one who passes above your head
I'm going everywhere, you'll never bring me back instead
Well I am in the river
Well I am in the sky
A super heron passing by
Well I can be a heron for one day
Big birds are dangerous

ROSETTA STONE

DISMISSED PROMISE KEEPER

Union, where have you been ?
Cos we were led on twisted roads
You said you'd never leave us
And said the walls were gonna fall
Why did you leave us alone ?
We can't understand anyone
We're looking for a new Rosetta stone

When the strings are cut off
We only fall
It's just a matter of time
But things just seemed pretty good for a while

Leading lambs to the slaughter
Stuck in a bashing machine
Delivering all but pleasure
They made us work to agony
Why did you leave us alone ?
We can't understand anyone
We're looking for a new Rosetta stone
Rising up in the mainstream
Counting backwards what we'll get ?
Growing the riot seed
A promise of a new day
Rising up in the mainstream
Counting backwards what we'll get ?
Growing the riot seed
The promise of a new day
Why did you leave us alone ?
We can't understand anyone
We're looking for a new Rosetta stone

Old rusty bridge above the river
Nevermind the flow
But it surely ends the grating at a time
There's nothing to do to break the line
Love's a dismissed promise keeper
It gives you hopes and takes them all away
He once thought that he even could stay
But there's no place for surrogate lovers
Ideals drowned deep in the muddy flood
When the stakes are this high
He's just a bitter little man
With thoughts that seemed pretty good for a while
Debasing all kind of feeling
In a movement of recoil
A stubborn iron man
But sometimes you're to let sleeping dogs lie
Love's a dismissed promise keeper
It brings you dreams and takes them all away
He once thought that he even could stay
But there's no place for surrogate lovers

